
Discover your
turf’s inner strength.

The best offense is a good defense when it comes to overall plant health. 

That’s why CIVITAS turns on the natural defenses of the plant to fight off fungus.

Studies have shown that CIVITAS helps the plant develop a more structured root 

system and can decrease fertilizer requirements by up to 50%. Effective fungus 

control without any resistance issues. Embrace CIVITAS and change the game 

for the better.

For more information and to view a video of CIVITAS on “The Profiles Series”  

visit www.civitasturf.com



The Offi cial Turf Equipment Supplier to The PGA of America and 
The Exclusive Turf Equipment Supplier to PGA Golf Properties.
© August 2010, Jacobsen, A Textron Company.

MORE POWERFUL THAN EVER
Introducing the Jacobsen® R-311 Turbo™: 
Power through the most challenging sites.

Take the work out of hills and rugged terrain with the new 
Jacobsen® R-311 Turbo™ wide area rotary mower. Reliable, 
comfortable and easy to maintain, it combines a powerful 
turbo-charged engine with the low cost of ownership you 
have come to expect from Jacobsen. Contact your local 
Jacobsen dealer to demo the new R-311T or ask 
about our full line of mowers.

www.Jacobsen.com



There’s cut quality. 
Then there’s E-Cut™ quality.
No wonder you’ll fi nd E-Cut Hybrids, like the 220 E-Cut Hybrid Walk 
Greens mower, on some of the fi nest courses in the world. And it’s just 
part of a complete line of hybrid greens and fairway mowers. Contact 
your John Deere Golf rep or visit JohnDeere.com/Hybrid for all the details.

The Ocean Course
Kiawah Island Golf Resort, SC
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“Go ahead. Aerate my grass.” 

“Yeah, mechanical stresses like aerification hurt. But not for long. Research shows that Insignia® SC 
Intrinsic™ brand fungicide has disease control and plant health benefits that give me a better 
root system and close up those little holes faster. And I can handle stresses like drought and 
moisture events and extreme temperatures—better than ever.”

Intrinsic brand fungicides don’t just fight disease; they give turf the resilience to endure stress.  
Find out more at IntrinsicPlantHealth.com.

Not registered in California. 
Always read and follow label directions. © 2010 BASF Corporation. All Rights Reserved.



The new Multi Pro® 5800. 
Your wish list was our checklist.

©2010 The Toro Company. All rights reserved.

What would the ultimate in sprayer performance look like 

to you? Customers around the world told us they wanted 

greater precision, increased productivity, easier operation 

and enhanced value for their investment. We listened, 

and designed the all-new Multi Pro 5800 to deliver the 

kind of performance you can’t fi nd anywhere else.

Pump up your productivity.
We started by going straight to the heart of the matter – 

the pump. The Multi Pro 5800 comes with the industry’s 

fi rst 6-diaphragm pump, which is capable 

of producing up to twice the fl ow. As a 

result, the system can simultaneously 

achieve the highest spray rates and pro-

vide aggressive agitation for thorough, 

homogeneous mixing of chemicals. This 

eliminates any worry about over or under apply-

ing, or chemical residue left in the tank.

We optimized everything, 
even the options.
Our engineers developed more new ways to boost 

accuracy and productivity. The new 

Pro ControlTM XP console delivers 

instantaneous rate response. We sim-

plifyed the chemical loading process with 

the CleanloadTM Eductor, which lets 

operators safely load chemicals without 

fi rst mixing a slurry. And we created an 

automated Fresh Water Rinse System for an on-the-fl y 

triple rinse, without returning to the water source, saving 

countless hours of clean-up time. We could go on, but 

you get the idea.

At the top of every class.
A multitude of innovations add up to one impressive 

sprayer with performance that just can’t be beat. Whether 

you’re looking for improved agitation, more uniform and 

accurate spray coverage, superior system 

response, or easy-to-use controls and time-

saving features, the new Multi Pro 5800 has 

it all, and does it all.

The right choice.
Experience the future of sprayer technology today. 

To arrange for a demonstration of the new 

Toro Multi Pro 5800, call 800-803-8676 or visit 

toro.com/multipro for more information.

www.toro.com/multipro



There’s Only One Original.
One Leader.

One Winner.

The Imitation is Just…
Redexim North America leads the way in turf management with products like the Verti-Drain,Verti-Seed, and the Sand-Master.

We set trends, we don’t follow them. So if you’re looking for the most advanced turf-management tools on the market, with

the best after-sale and service program in the industry, not to mention the most satisfied customers—take a look at the leader

of the pack. Redexim North America— We know our turf.
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Despite being stricken 
with multiple sclero-
ris, Marc Shotzberger 
is grateful for many 
things, including the 
chance to be a golf 
course superintendent.  
B Y  L A R R Y  A Y L W A R D

columns

Talking Herbicides 3
In part three of a three-part series, manufactur-
ers discuss what herbicides will be used in 20 
years. By Larry Aylward

About the cover
A happy and thankful Marc 
Shotzberger was photographed 
by Larry Aylward last June.Water Wise 2

Golf course superintendents can get the best of 
both worlds — they can be green, as in envi-
ronmentally responsible, and still have a stately 
looking golf course. Also, professional golf 
associations are aiming to get away from lush 
and green to adopt a firm and faster approach. 
By Christopher S. Gray Sr. and Anthony Pioppi
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Gray Snow Mold is no laughing matter.

Go from irk to smirk with Pegasus™ HPX fungicide.
Phoenix Environmental Care is helping you go from mad to glad. Pegasus™ HPX 
is an improved NexGen formulation of chlorothalonil, the fungicide you already  
know and trust to prevent and control gray snow mold, anthracnose, dollar spot,  
brown patch and many other diseases while improving overall turf health.

Want to laugh off other turf diseases? Go to www.PhoenixEnvCare.com/solutions 
for more solutions to your turf management challenges.

© 2010 Phoenix Environmental Care, LLC. Pegasus™ HPX is a trademark of Phoenix Environmental Care, LLC. Always read and follow label directions.



N
early six months later, people 
still wonder why Mark 
Woodward left the Golf 
Course Superintendents
Association of America as its 
CEO. I do, too. But because 

the GCSAA and Woodward won’t talk about 
what happened between them, there isn’t much 
to write about. That has changed recently, but 
for the most unfortunate of reasons.

Originally, the GCSAA announced last June 
in the worst press release in the history of press 
releases that Woodward resigned immediately 
from the association to “pursue other career 
interests.” The press release, which contained 
no quotes from Woodward and no information 
where he was going, was a crock. Woodward 
might have “resigned,” but it’s my understand-
ing he was under pressure to do so.

While I tried to find out what really hap-
pened, nobody from the GCSAA wanted 
to talk specifics about why Woodward left. 
Neither did Woodward, for that matter, 
which isn’t surprising, considering there was 
probably some kind of agreement in place. 
So that’s what I reported — the GCSAA and 
Woodward were basically taking the Fifth. But 
I also opined that the GCSAA’s dues-paying 
members — from superintendents to suppli-
ers — deserved to know what happened to 
their leader. It’s their association, after all. As 
that request fell on the GCSAA’s deaf ears, it 
occurred to me I might have a better chance 
taking on big oil.

I decided not to push the matter further. 
That is, until recently, when I heard a nasty 
rumor about why Woodward left the GCSAA. 
The rumor, whose specifics I will not disclose, 
had nothing to do with golf course mainte-
nance and was personal in nature while attack-
ing Woodward’s character. The rumor is not 
only not true, it’s appalling.

Who knows where the rumor came from and 
how many people heard it. Even if it’s just a few 
people, that’s a few too many. 

But I can understand how it got started. We 
live in a rumor-mongering society. We’re all 
guilty of it. And when an organization like the 
GCSAA refuses to give a detailed reason behind 

a high-profile industry matter such as Wood-
ward’s dismissal, it’s natural for people to start 
asking questions about “what really happened.” 
And then things can get ugly.

Again, the press release the GCSAA issued on 
the matter was a joke. If you read it, you knew im-
mediately there was something more to the story 
because it had more holes than my golf game. 
Because of the lack of detail surrounding why he 
was leaving and where he was going, it was hard 
to believe Woodward truly resigned. But because 
the GCSAA issued such a non-descript press re-
lease, all it did was power the rumor mill.

I called a high-ranking GCSAA official to 
talk about this. When I told him of the ugly 
rumor I heard, he was genuinely concerned. 
The official, who didn’t want to be identified, 
told me to let the people of the industry know 
“there were no legal or moral issues with Wood-
ward’s departure.”

Finally, a little insight into the matter! Seri-
ously, I’m glad the official agreed to issue that 
statement as it puts to rest any more ugly
assumptions that could become rumors.

But such assumptions and rumors wouldn’t 
have started in the first place if the GCSAA 
would’ve addressed the matter head on. If what 
I’ve heard is correct and I believe it is, Woodward 
“resigned” because of disagreements with the 
board of directors. This kind of stuff happens 
every day in every line of work. So what’s wrong 
with issuing a press release that states that? Why 
does everything have to be swept under the rug?

Of course, the GCSAA official I spoke to talked 
about “legal agreements” that prohibited him from 
commenting on Woodward’s “resignation.”

Well, you just had to know there were lawyers 
involved.
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This Is How Ugly 
Rumors Get Started
B Y  L A R R Y  A Y L W A R D

IF THE GCSAA 

WOULD’VE BEEN 

MORE FORTHRIGHT  

IN REVEALING WHY 

MARK WOODWARD 

LEFT, WE WOULDN’T 

STILL BE TALKING 

ABOUT IT

Pin High
� EDITOR’S COMMENTARY

Aylward can be reached at laylward@questex.com.


